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Do you have an idea?



Or a problem to solve?



The Walt Disney Company 
started in 1923 in the back of a 
small office occupied by 
Holly-Vermont Realty in Los 
Angeles paying $10/month with 
two employees. He started his 
company because he loved to 
draw and wanted to make other 
people smile.



Madame C.J. Walker developed Madame C.J. 
Walker Manufacturing Company, a line of 
beauty and hair products for black women, 
becoming one of the most successful 
entrepreneurs of her time. She started her 
business in her home after suffering from hair 
loss and scalp issues.



Steve Jobs, co-founder of Apple 
said, “Steve Wozniak and I invented 
Apple because we wanted a 
personal computer. Not only couldn't 
we afford the computers that were on 
the market, those computers were 
impractical for us to use.” They 
started Apple in Jobs’ parents’ 
garage.



Then you should join the 
INCubator class at TJ!



What is INCubator?





https://vimeo.com/349512371




Examples of past INCubator 
businesses



Sitter Hub - INCubator started @ Barrington HS



Hoodie Hoop - INCubator started @ Buffalo Grove HS



SnapClips - INCubator started @ Wheeling HS



Why INCubator?

● Start your own business
● Learn about startups by creating one
● Help others, solve problems
● Stand out in college & job applications
● Network and create meaningful relationships 
● Get mentored and taught by industry professionals
● Possibility of competing for real money for your business from investors
● Learn how to work as a team
● Build the skills employers are looking for



Course Overview





Student Testimonials
“Tell your students that what they're doing right now is exactly what they do in a   college level 
entrepreneurship class at UNC-Chapel Hill (which was just voted the   leading entrepreneurship 
university in the country this summer).”

“I just wanted to say thank you for how much the INCubator program has prepared me   for school 
(Indiana University). Already, I am way ahead of everyone around me in my   business classes ... an 
incredible feeling. So far everything we are going over I have already learned whether it be about 
giving a business presentation, working with financial models, or developing a business plan.”

“I hope everyone else feels the same as I do about what this program has done for me. I just wanted 
to say thank you...the experience I received that truly has changed who I   am as a person.”



Are you ready to join 
INCubator & start your 
business?


